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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
AritzGo has contributed to the dictionary with 14 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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-ing
It is the English ending that is used to express action. 

declaracion de principios
Code of conduct that establishes a work ethic or behavior in a person. 

estadounidense
American citizen located in the center of the continent west of Europe.  Not to be confused with United States of Mexico.

hacker
Person of favorable skills to understand and write in a computer software system, capable of entering and breaking the
security of a portal, a web and all kinds of virtual places written in data processing languages from the machine
language. 

joder
1 . -Action of practicing sex with the opposite gender or the same gender, with the intention of joy or pleasure. 2 . -
Spanish expression of discomfort or complaint about something or someone.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be fuck or host 

juego
Action in which one or more participants interact to achieve an end. 

logia
A group of people who meet or connect secretly, for a specific purpose. 

matriarcado
I term coined to a group of women with children that predominates with authority before another group, imposing their
conditions and ways of acting. 

mujer
Person with reproductive organs capable of conceiving babies. 

pull your socks up
Get to work hard, get active.  Concentrate all will on a concrete work. 

rato
A short time that expresses a short moment. 

silencio
No sound at all. 



sustantzibako
Insult generated by some reaction that evidences the foolishness on the part of the first interlocutor. 

yanqui
Derogatory or derogatory denomination of the American citizen.  The average American is so called because of his very
patriotic character, stretched personality and arrogance.  In fact, its origin dates back to the War of Independence and to
a terminological phonetic sense.  If we go even deeper etymological or deconstructive, we can trace its origin in the
large number of Johns that existed. 


